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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

  The data of this research are collected through questionnaire, 

observation, and documentary. The results of questionnaire and observation. 

There were about 63 students, but there are only 23 students who are willing 

filling in the questionnaire data.  So in this research, the researcher just only 

collected data as much as 23 students. Where the data is student data that 

follow the English learning program in the dormitory Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) of girls from starting from semester one to semester eight. 

The researcher gets the data based on strategies they used and 

strategies are the most dominant they used that was on 29nd April 2019 

through 29nd June 2019: 

 The researcher gets the data based on strategies they used and 

strategies are the most dominant they used that was on 29
nd 

April 2019 

through 29
nd

 June 2019: 

A. Findings 

1. The kinds of language learning strategies used by students at 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities faculty 

  The result of questionnaire indicates that there were six categories the 

students used in learning English these strategies were:  Memory 

strategies, cognitive strategies, Compensation strategies, metacognitive 

strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies. To ascertain the data 
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from taken the questionnaire, the researcher interview some of the 

students, and observe them when they learnt English. The following 

strategies were found as a result of interview with the students. 

a. Memory strategies 

In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use memory strategies. In 

memory strategy there are 9 items on the SILL questionnaire that used 

by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only some 

of strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). Based 

on the result of questionnaire the researcher describe findings based on 

the observation and interview which used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) memory strategies. 

The result of questionnaire of memory strategies can be seen 

on the following table:  

Table.3.1 Percentage of Memory Strategies used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities faculty. 

No  Statements Percentage of question result  

Always  usually Sometime  Seldom  Never  

1.  I use new English 

words in a sentence 

so I can remember 

them. 

39,1% 2,71% 34,8% 4,3% 0% 

2. I’m very pay 

attention to someone  

who are speaking 

English 

4,3% 52,2% 34,8% 4,3% 4,3% 
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3. I connect the sound 

of a new English 

word and an image 

or picture of the 

word to help 

remember the word. 

30,4% 4,3% 52,2% 8,7% 4,3% 

4. I use a new word in 

English to make a 

sentence, so that I 

remember it 

4,3% 30,4% 56,5% 4,3% 4,3% 

5. I ask people who are 

good at English to 

correct my mistakes 

when speaking in 

English. 

17,2% 26,1% 34,8% 13% 8,7% 

6. I try to relax if I feel 

afraid to use 

English. 

34,8% 34,8% 8,7% 17,4% 4,3% 

7. I physically act out 

new English words. 

4,3% 34,8% 43,5%  13% 4,3% 

8. I review English 

lessons often. 

13% 4,3% 17,4% 39,1% 26,1% 

9. I remember new 

English words or 

phrases by 

remembering their 

location on the page, 

on the board, or on a 

street sign. 

17,4% 26,1% 43,5% 8,7% 4,3% 

    Al (Always); Us (Usually); So (Sometimes); Se (Seldom); Ne (Never) 
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Based on table above, the researcher give description about the usage 

of memory strategies. The result of percentage ranged of 34,8% to 

56,5%. which the students use  them in various categories such as 

never, usually, somewhat, usually true, and always. Five statements 

are somewhat used, two are statements always used, and the rest is 

usually used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of 

Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty.  

      Five memory strategies who are sometime used by students 

ranged from 56,5% to 34,8%. The highest point in memory strategies 

" I connect the sound of a new English word and an image or picture 

of the word to help remember the word. has percentage of 52,2%. ”I 

use a new word in English to make a sentence, so that I remember it” 

strategy which has percentage of 56,5%. The third is “I ask people 

who are good at English to correct my mistakes when speaking in 

English: has percentage of 34,8%. The fourth is “I physically act out 

new English words” strategy which has percentage of 43,5%. And 

than “I remember new English words or phrases by remembering their 

location on the page, on the board, or on a street sign” has percentage 

of 43,5%. 

        Then, two strategies are interpreted as "always" used by 

students. They are ranged from percentage of 39,1% until 34,8%. The 

strategy of “I use new English words in a sentence so I can remember 

them. “Has percentage of 39, 1%.  And on the percentage of  34,8% 
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with the statement of strategy “I try to relax if I feel afraid to use 

English”. 

The strategy which is interpreted as "usually" as” "I’m very pay 

attention to someone  who are speaking English" has percentage 

52,2%. And percentage of 34,8% is " I try to relax if I feel afraid to 

use English". The last memory strategies has lowest percentage that is 

39,1% as category "seldom"  is "I review English lessons often" 

strategy.  

       The highest strategy which is used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty, in this 

category is "I use new English words in a sentence so I can remember 

them" with the percentage of 39, 1%. Based on the result interview 

lecturer's. Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). Based on observations, 

some of PKU students apply the vocabulary that was obtained during 

the lesson. This is seen when lecturers make a game and some of 

students always apply the vocabulary that has been obtained and some 

others sometime use sometime not used.  

       Based on the result interview from lecturer’s opinion, some of 

students  used vocabulary and some others there is don't apply, 

because some of them which most  come from boarding school and 

already have good basic English, they have their own initiative to 

implementation vocabulary in them activities. So based  on the result  

of observation and interview (teacher opinion) related with the result 
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questionnaire because the result question the researcher finding that 

some of students PKU sometime used new English words in a 

sentence so I can remember them that is similar with the result 

questionnaire. 

      Strategy of "I try to relax if I feel afraid to use English" always 

used. based on the observation the students,  they are looking relaxed 

when speak using English, even when they forget with the vocabulary 

they combine English words and their own language words (Banjarese 

language or Indonesia language) to make a sentence. based on the 

result interview lecturer’s that is students are not feel at all ashamed 

when they express opinions or speak using English. because process 

teaching learning take place. Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) have 

program that is where there is an introduction processor or approach 

with new students which is called the new student gathering. 

b. Cognitive strategies 

     In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use cognitive strategies. In 

cognitive strategy there are 14 items on the SILL questionnaire that 

used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only 

some of strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama 

(PKU). Based on the result of questionnaire the researcher describe 

findings based on the observation and interview which used by 
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students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) cognitive strategies, the 

findings are: 

The result of the SILL related to cognitive strategies can be seen on 

the following table.  

Table.3.2 Percentage of cognitive Strategies used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities faculty. 

 

No Statements Percentage of question result 

Always  Usually Sometime  Seldom  Never  

10.  I use the vocabulary 

with different way 

4,3% 2,61% 56,5% 13% 0% 

11. I try not to translate 

word by words 

8,7% 2,61% 30,4% 30,4% 4,3% 

12. I practice the sounds 

of English. 

0% 2,61% 30,4% 2,61% 17,4% 

13. I’m looking for friend 

who wants to practice 

English with me. 

17,4% 34,8% 34,8% 13% 0% 

14. I start conversations 

in English. 

4,3% 17,4% 43,5% 21,7% 4,3% 

15. I watch English 

language TV shows 

spoken in English or 

go to movies in 

English. 

4,3% 34,8% 26,1% 30,4% 4,3% 

16. I read for pleasure in 

English 

8,7% 43,5% 21,7%  34,8% 21,7% 

17. I write notes, 

messages, letters, or 

reports in English. 

4,3% 17,4% 17,4% 39,1% 26,1% 

18. I first skim an 

English passage (read 

over the passage 

quickly) then go back 

and read carefully. 

34,8% 26,1% 34,8% 4,3% 0% 

19. I look for words in 

my own language 

that are similar to 

new words in 

English. 

17,4% 43,5% 34,8% 4,3% 0% 
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20. I demonstrated new 

English with gesture 

word (like dance with 

dance move) 

0% 26,1% 39,1% 30,4% 

 

4,3% 

21. I find the meaning of 

an English word by 

dividing it into parts 

that I understand. 

26,1% 39,1% 34,8% 0% 0% 

22. I try not to translate 

word-for-word. 

4,3% 26,1% 21,7% 43,5% 4,3% 

23.  26,1% 30,4% 39,1% 43,5% 43,5% 

 

       The table 3.2 above gives description about 14 cognitive 

strategies. The strategies usage ranged between percentage of 56,5% 

to 30,4%. Which the students use them in seldom, sometime, usually, 

and always. Three strategies interpreted as seldom usage, five 

strategies interpreted as sometime, five strategies interpreted as 

usually, and the rest of interpreted as always usage. 

      The cognitive strategy on the "seldom" there are 3 among other 

are: the first is "I try not to translate word by words" has percentage 

30,4%. The second strategy of "I write notes, messages, letters, or 

reports in English" has percentage of 39,1%. Then strategy of "I try 

not to translate word-for-word" has percentage 43,5%.  

        The categories of cognitive strategies on "sometime" there are 

seven strategies: the first strategies "i use the vocabulary with different 

way" has percentage of 56,5%. Second strategies of “I try not to 

translate word by words” has percentage of 30,4%. The third strategy 

"I practice the sounds of English" has percentage of 30,4%. The fourth 
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strategy “I’m looking for friend who wants to practice English with 

me” has percentage of 34,8%. Than strategies of "I start conversations 

in English" has percentage of 43,5%. “I first skim an English passage 

(read over the passage quickly) then go back and read carefully” has 

percentage of 34,8%.  The strategies of "I demonstrated new English 

with gesture word (like dance with dance move)" has percentage of 

39,1%.  

        The categories on strategy on "usually" there are five strategy 

of "I’m looking for friend who wants to practice English with me" has 

percentage of 34,8%. The strategy of "I watch English language TV 

shows spoken in English or go to movies in English" has percentage 

34,8%. The strategies of “I read for pleasure in English" has 

percentage of 43,5%. then percentage of 43,5% is "I look for words in 

my own language that are similar to new words in English" and then 

the strategies of "I find the meaning of an English word by dividing it 

into parts that I understand." has percentage of 39,1%. 

      The last cognitive strategies has category of "always" is "I first 

skim an English passage (read over the passage quickly) then go back 

and read carefully" has percentage of 34,8%. 

     The highest strategy which is used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty, in this 

category is "i use the vocabulary with different way" based on 
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observation when in the classroom, many ways is students doing to 

speak English. There is who use English fluently, and there are use 

languages by mixing Indonesian and English. And lecturer said that: 

in the classroom sometime some of students mixing the language with 

another language.   

       While, the lowest in percentage is "I try not to translate word 

by words" when observation, the researcher seen that PKU students 

translate the sentence they are not translate word by word but they are 

used technique scanning to know fill in the sentence. Based on the 

result interview lecturer, the lecturer said that the students not 

translate word by word but they translate in a manner whole the 

sentence to know contents of the sentence. 

c. Compensation strategies 

In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use compensation strategies. In 

compensation strategy there are 6 items on the SILL questionnaire that 

used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only 

some of strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). 

Based on the result of questionnaire the researcher describe findings 

based on the observation and interview which used by students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) compensation strategies, the findings 

are: 
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Based on the questionnaire, this is the result from questionnaire 

about compensation strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The table of 3.3 give describe about 23 students use strategies on 

compensation strategies. The compensation strategies usage ranged 

between 43,5% to 34,8%. There are two on sometime and usually and 

there are three on always. 

Table. 3.3 Percentage of Compensation Strategies used by Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty. 

No  Statements Percentage of question result 

Always Usually  sometimes seldom never 

24 To understand 

unfamiliar 

English words, I 

make guesses. 

43,5% 26,1% 30,4% 0% 0% 

25 When I can't 

think of a word 

during a 

conversation in 

English, I use 

gestures. 

39,1% 30,4% 21,7% 4,3% 4,3% 

26 I use synonyms in 

English sentences 

if I forget 

17,4% 26,1% 34,8% 13% 8,7% 

27 I read English 

without looking 

up every new 

word 

43,5% 34,8% 21,7% 0% 0% 

28 I try to guess 

what the other 

person will say 

next in English 

8,7% 39,1% 17,4% 34,8% 0% 

29 i am guessing 

what other people 

will say next in 

the class 

0% 21,7% 69,6% 4,3% 4,3% 
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      In "sometime" categories usage two are 34, 8% and 69, 9%. 

The strategy of " I use synonyms in English sentences if I forget " has 

percentage of 34, 8%. And then the strategy of “i am guessing what 

other people will say next in the class” has percentage of 69, 9%. On 

the strategy of "usually" is " I try to guess what the other person will 

say next in English” which has percentage of 39,1%.  

The compensation strategy on the "always" there are 3 among 

other are: the first  "To understand unfamiliar English words, I make 

guesses" has percentage of 43,5%. The strategy of  "When I can't 

think of a word during a conversation in English, I use gestures" has 

percentage of 39,1%. The strategy of "I read English without looking 

up every new word" has percentage of 43,5%.  

     The highest percentage of compensation strategies based on the 

result questionnaire are" i am guessing what other people will say next 

in the class" with percentage 69,6%. After the researcher observe the 

researcher seen that, the students listening the teacher speak in the 

class, if one of students there are listening what she said so, the 

teacher give warning strictly. Based on the interview to lecturer they 

have schedule Muhadharaoh and in Muhadharaoh there is speech 

activities in this activities there are some of chosen students to 

listening and to take essence of speech. 
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d. Metacognitive strategies 

In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use metacognitive strategies. In 

metacognitive strategy there are 9 items on the SILL questionnaire that 

used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only 

some of strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). 

Based on the result of questionnaire the researcher describe findings 

based on the observation and interview which used by students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) metacognitive strategies, the findings 

are: 

The result of the questionnaire on metacognitive strategies can be 

seen on table 3.4 below. 

Table. 3.4 percentages of metacognitive strategies. Used by Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty. 

No  Statements Percentage of question result 

Always Ususally sometimes seldom never 

30 I try to find as 

many ways as I can 

to use my English 

0% 17,4% 30,4% 34,8% 17,4% 

31 I notice my English 
mistakes and use 

that information to 

help me do better. 

4,3% 21,7% 65,2% 4,3% 4,3% 

32 I pay attention 

when someone is 

speaking English 

8,7% 8,7% 43,5% 34,8% 4,3% 

33 I try to find out 

how to be a better 

learner of English. 

4,3% 8,7% 39,1% 34,8% 13% 

34 I plan my schedule 

so I will have 

13% 21,7% 21,7% 30,4% 13% 
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enough time to 

study English. 

35 I look for people I 

can talk to in 

English. 

4,3% 26,1% 52,2% 17,4% 4,3% 

36 I look for 

opportunities to 

read as much as 

possible in English. 

13% 43,5% 39,1% 4,3% 0% 

37 I pay attention to 

my friend’s 

mistakes and then 

correct their 

mistakes. 

0% 65,2% 30,4% 4,3% 0% 

38 I think about my 

progress in learning 

English 

8,7% 26,1% 52,2% 0% 13% 

 

The table 3.4 above gives description about how 23 

students use metacognitive strategies. The metacognitive strategies 

usage ranged between percentage of 65, 2% to 30,4%which is 

students use them on categories "seldom, sometimes, and usually". 

Five strategies interpreted on "sometime". Then two strategies use 

on categories "seldom".  

The categories on strategy on "sometimes" there are five 

strategy of " I notice my English mistakes and use that information 

to help me do better" has percentage 65,2%. The second is “I try to 

find out how to be a better learner of English” has percentage of 

39,1%. The third is “I look for people I can talk to in English” has 

percentage of 52,2%. The next statement of “I think about my 

progress in learning English” has percentage of 52,2%. 
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While two others are on usually usage. The strategy on 

categories of usually "I pay attention to my friends mistakes and 

then correct their mistakes" has the highest percentage of 65,2%. 

Strategy of "I pay attention when someone is speaking English" the 

percentage of 43,5%.  

Strategy on the category of seldom "I try to find as many 

ways as I can to use my English" has percentage of 34,8%. 

Strategy of "I plan my schedule so I will have enough time to study 

English" has percentage of 30,4%. " I pay attention when someone 

is speaking English. Has percentage of 34,8%. 

The highest percentage among metacognitive strategies is 

"I pay attention to my friends mistakes and then correct their 

mistakes" has percentage of 65,2%. The researcher seen on the 

observation that students are not doing this activity, but the lecturer 

said that, just the students who have proficiency level who do this.  

While the lowest percentage of the strategies is "I plan my 

schedule so I will have enough time to study English" in this 

strategies the researcher do not see that students has individual 

schedule but in the dormitory they have special schedule to 

learning English which has been established, like every morning 

they are always get new vocabulary to learned and they has. And 
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besides that the lecturer said that just students who have 

background culture who doing this. 

e. Affective strategies  

         In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use affective strategies. In 

affective strategy there are 6 items on the SILL questionnaire that used 

by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only some 

of strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). Based 

on the result of questionnaire the researcher describe findings based on 

the observation and interview which used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) affective strategies, the findings are: 

Based on the questionnaire, this is the result from questionnaire 

about compensation strategies. 

 Table. 3.5 Percentage of Compensation Strategies used by Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty. 

No  Statements Percentage of question result 

Always  usually sometimes seldom Never  

39 I try to relax 

whenever I feel 

afraid of using 

English 

30,4% 43,5% 21,7% 4,3% 0% 

40 I encourage myself 

to speak English 

even when I am 

afraid of making a 

mistake 

4,3% 30,4% 47,8% 17,4% 0% 

41 I give myself a 

reward or treat 

when I do well in 

English 

8,7% 26,1% 43,5% 21,7% 0% 
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42 I notice if I am 

tense or nervous 

when I am studying 

or using English. 

4,3% 13% 13% 43,5% 26,2% 

43 I read a reading 

with quickly or 

skimming to know 

main idea first, 

then reread 

carefully. 

8,7% 21,7% 52,2% 52,2% 17,4% 

44 I talk to someone 

else about how I 

feel when I am 

learning English. 

0% 17,4% 34,8% 26,1% 21,7% 

 

      The table of 3.5. Above give description about how 23 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) students use affective strategies. The 

strategies usage ranged between percentage of 52,2% to 34,8%. The 

students use categories strategy on the interpreted "sometime, seldom, 

and usually". Four strategies interpreted on "sometime", while one of 

strategy is "seldom" and the rest is "usually".  

      Four categories of affect strategy found in the interpretation of 

"sometime" those are "i read a reading with quickly or skimming to 

know main idea first, then reread carefully" has percentage of 52,2%. 

Strategy of "I encourage myself to speak English even when I am 

afraid of making a mistake" strategy has percentage 47,8%. The 

strategy of "I give myself a reward or treat when I do well in English" 

has percentage of 43,5%. Then, strategy of "I talk to someone else 

about how I feel when I am learning English" has percentage of 

34,8%. 
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  on seldom category  The strategy of “i read a reading with quickly 

or skimming to know main idea first, then reread carefully" has 

percentage of 52,2%."I notice if I am tense or nervous when I am 

studying or using English" has percentage of 43,5%.  Then, “I try to 

relax whenever I feel afraid of using English" strategy has percentage 

of 43,5%. Therefore, that strategy is usually used by students. 

      The highest percentage among affective strategies I read a 

reading with quickly or skimming to know main idea first, then reread 

carefully. after observation the researcher seen that, students read used 

skimming to know main idea, and then many of students read again to 

ensure truth of content the sentence. Lecturer said when i give 

translation task some of students just skimming to know main idea or 

the contents contained in the sentence. 

     While the lowest percentage of affective strategies is I 

participated in various activities to practice my English skills (taking 

part in debate competitions, English courses). based on the 

observation all of the students follow muhadharah activity which held 

in the dormitory. and all of the students become a participant of 

muhadharah alternately as who scheduled. The lecturer said that 

sometime the students follow competitions and in dormitory the 

students follow muhadharah activities. 
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f. Social strategies  

          In this section the researcher describe about 23 students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) which use social strategies. In social 

strategy there are 6 items on the SILL questionnaire that used by 

students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) but there are only some of 

strategies used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU). Based on 

the result of questionnaire the researcher describe findings based on the 

observation and interview which used by students of Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) social strategies, the findings are: 

The result of the questionnaire related to social strategies can be 

seen on this table. 

Table. 3.6 Percentage of Social Strategies. Used by Program Khusus Ulama 

(PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty. 

No  Statements Percentage of question result Interpretation 

Always  Usually  Sometime

s  

Seldom  Never  

45 If I do not 

understand 

something 

person to slow 

down or say it 

again. in 

English, I ask 

the other 

0% 0% 21,7% 34,8% 43,5% 

46 I write diaries, 

messages, 

letters, and 

reports using 

English. 

4,3% 8,7% 30,4% 34,8% 21,7% 

47 I practice 

English with 

other students. 

13% 21,7% 43,5% 17,4% 4,3% 
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48 I ask for help 

from English 

speakers 

4,3% 34,8% 43,5% 17,4% 0% 

49 I ask questions 

in English. 

4,3% 43,5% 34,8% 17,4% 0% 

50 I ask native 

speakers to 

correct mistakes 

when I speak in 

English 

4,3% 21,7% 17,4% 47,8% 8,7% 

 

      The table 3.6.  Above give description about how 23 Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) students use social strategies. The strategies 

usage ranged between percentage of 34,8% to percentage of 47,8% 

which use by students in never, seldom, sometime, and usually. One 

of category is never usage. Two categories seldom and sometime 

usage by students. And the rest category of strategy is usually. 

      The category strategy that is never used, i.e. "If I do not 

understand something person to slow down or say it again. In English, 

I ask the other" which has percentage of 43,5%.  

      There are two categories strategies that are seldom used, those 

are: the first strategy "I write diaries, messages, letters, reports using 

English" has percentage of 34,8%. Then, strategy of "I ask native 

speakers to correct mistakes when I speak in English" has percentage 

of 47,8%.  

      There are two categories strategies that are sometime used, 

which has same percentage of 43,5%, this strategies of "I practice 

English with other students" and "I ask for help from English 
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speakers". The category strategy that is usually used, that is "I ask 

questions in English" has percentage of 43,5%.      

      The highest percentage among social strategies is I ask native 

speakers to correct mistakes when I speak in English. after 

observation the researcher seen the students most of all have higher 

proficiency level do that and some of students have lowest proficiency 

level seldom do that. And then the lecturer said that the students 

always ask, if them have mistaken when them speak in English. It 

seems that in these strategies the result of questionnaire and the fact in 

the classroom are different. 

       While the lowest percentage is I write diaries, messages, 

letters, and reports using English. Based on observation the researcher 

not sees that the students write something with English. While 

according to lecturer the students never write something use English 

but when the students doing Thesis they must write the thesis with 

English or Arabic. It seems that in this strategy the results of the 

questionnaire have the same facts. 

      In conclusion, students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of 

Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty use all of strategies in difference 

frequency. There are two of strategies rarely used by students which has 

same percentage of 30,4%, the strategies are cognitive  strategies and 

metacognitive strategies. The height percentage there is on the 

compensation strategies which has percentage of 69,6%. While, other 
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strategies use are on the sometime and always. Students Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) use language learning strategies in various 

frequencies 

In conclusion, students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of 

Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty used all of strategies. There are six 

strategies categories used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) 

those are: memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, 

metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies. 

2 The description of the most dominant strategies used by 

students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and 

Humanities faculty 

  On this section, the researcher still used SILL questionnaire 

to know the result of most dominant strategy used by Program 

Khusus Ulama students (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities 

Faculty. The table of 3.1 to 3.6 showed result from the strategy 

most dominant used by Program Khusus Ulama students (PKU) of 

Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty.  

The table 4.1 is tiers the result of most dominant strategy used by Program 

Khusus Ulama students (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty. 

No  Language Learning 

Strategies 

     Percentage 

 

 Interpretation 

 

1. Compensation 23,9% Always 

2.  Memory  18,3% Always 

3. Cognitive  11,4% Always 

4. affective 9,4% Always 

5. Metacognitive 6,2% Always 
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6. Social  5,0% Always 

Total  74,2%  

Overall Average 12,3% Always  

     

Showed that language learning strategies used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty are ranged from 

23,9% to 5,0%. All of strategies are always used by students. The 

ranks of learning strategies are:  

Compensation strategies with percentage of 23,9% 

Memory strategies with percentage of 18,3% 

Cognitive strategies with percentage of 11,4% 

Affective strategies with percentage of 9,4% 

Metacognitive strategies with percentage of 6,2% 

Social strategies with percentage of 5,0% 

The strategy most dominant used by students of Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) is compensation strategies with 23,9% of percentage. 

The average of the six learning strategies used by students is 12,3% 

which can be interpreted that students of Program Khusus Ulama 

(PKU) always used strategies in learning English. 

B. Discussion 

    After all the data obtained  and presented, the next step the researcher 

analyze the data based on the problem of statement that have introduce in 

previous chapter: In this section, the discussion will be divided into two parts 

according to problem of statement: 
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1. Kinds of language learning strategies that used by students of learning 

English in Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities 

faculty 

2. The most dominant strategies used by students of learning English in 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities faculty 

 

1. The kinds of language learning strategies used by students in  

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities faculty 

   In this section the researcher analyze the data based on language 

learning strategies usage. For information, the researcher just focuses in 

two points that are: the point that many students choose and the point little 

is chosen or used by students in the six strategies in the SILL. 

a. Memory strategies  

     Memory strategies are strategies which are to how to remember 

detail and transfer information needed to future language use. This 

strategy has four sub-parts that are: 

1) Creating mental linkages 

2) Applying images and sounds 

3) Reviewing well 

4) Employing action  (Oxford, 1991, p. 38) 

In the SILL, there are 9 representatives of memory strategies. but 

there is only one kind of strategies in the memory strategy which is 
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widely and little used by students of the Program  Ulama Program 

(PKU). 

     And the kind of strategies most used by students of the Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) in memory strategies is "the students remember 

a new English word by making a mental picture of a situation in 

which the word might be used" in Indonesia language it means " 

mahasiswa menggunakan kata baru dalam bahasa Inggris untuk 

membuat kalimat, agar mereka mengingatnya" this statement is sub-

part of "applying images and sounds” strategy. Oxford (1991, p. 61) 

state that this strategy helps students to remember what they have 

heard or read in the language they just heard, by using that language.     

    Joan Rubin (1987) said that this strategy give student 

information when students need it for communication. These 

strategies explain that an experience that occurs can create a mental 

picture or shadow in mind, and this is very important for the thought 

process and cast a shadow on language development. 

     The kind of strategy that uses the least is "the students try to 

relax if they feel afraid to use English" so as not to be nervous or not 

wrong in using English. In Indonesian translate is “mahasiswa 

mencoba untuk rileks jika mereka merasa takut menggunakan bahasa 

Inggris" trying to relax when use English is one of strategies " try to 

relax is sub-part of "Employing action" strategies by using physical 

response (Oxford, 1991, p. 38). Relax is an action to calm down so as 
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not to be nervous or not reckless in to take action. Relax in general do 

someone to make brain still feel calm in a state of which not possible. 

      Relax is an action to calm down where this action is usually 

done by students when they are nervous. But relax is not only a 

problem solving but also relax can minimize the nervousness that is 

felt. Based on observation that students look enjoy when they speak 

English in front of audients. This is same like what lecturer said that 

students Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) look enjoy when they speak 

in front of audients.  

b. Cognitive strategies  

      Cognitive strategies are strategies the common is manipulating 

or transforming the target language. There are four subsets of 

cognitive strategies: 

 1) Practicing, 

 2) Receiving and sending messages, 

 3) Analyzing and reasoning, and  

4) Creating structure for input and output.  

In the SILL, there are 14 statements representatives of cognitive 

strategies.  But there is only one kind of strategies in the memory 

strategy which is widely and little used by students of the Special 

Ulama Program  

      The kind of strategies most used by students of the Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) in cognitive strategies is  " the students looked 
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for words  in them own language that are similar to new words in 

English it is include analyzing and reasoning" In Indonesian translate 

is " mahasiswa mencari kata-kata dalam bahasa mereka sendiri yang 

mirip dengan kata-kata baru dalam bahasa Inggris itu termasuk 

menganalisis dan bernalar menggabungkan beberapa kata dalam satu 

kalimat" This strategy is included in the sub-parts in "practicing" 

because in this strategies the students combining some of vocabulary 

in one sentence to using vocabulary in different way. (Oxford, 1990, 

p. 38). 

      Recombining vocabulary is a specific action strategy to make a 

sentence so the sentence has mean to deliver expression. Recombining 

word which not related with different way, maybe sound strange but 

this is can train students in giving mean although students combining 

the word who they know whether the word is related or not. And this 

is a special action as stated Oxford (1990 p.8) that language learning 

strategies is specific action to learner to help their learner to make the 

learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more 

effective and more transferable.   

      This is a strategy that is often used by PKU students based on 

the observations the lecturers that when they speak sometimes they 

also combine Indonesian with English in one sentence. They use the 

same measures as the Oxford statement that learning strategies help 

students to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-
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directed, more effective and more transferable. And this is done by 

students when they forget the vocabulary they use, they keep using 

English. And this is the way students use to combine one sentence 

with another sentence. 

     Recombining words as indirectly is a specific action in 

practicing language. Recombining words is an action which can do by 

anyone and anywhere because to combine a word no special action on 

this strategies. Although the results sound funny but this way is a way 

which fairly unique and interesting. Where students just only need 

remember some of words to recombining then compose in to a 

sentence with oral or written ways which has mean even though it is 

procedure wrong but this way quite effective for beginners. 

The kind of strategy that uses the least is "the students try not to 

translate word by words" in Indonesia translate is "mahasiswa 

mencoba untuk tidak menerjemahkan kata perkata". That statement is 

representation of “Translating" strategy sub-part of "Analyzing and 

reasoning" (Oxford, 1991, p. 77). Translating is skills to train students' 

memory. This is this is a very important exercise to do, because 

speaking skills can develop students' own vocabulary. Indirectly their 

brains will record what they translate because this skill is a strategy 

that is says effective.  

      Translate is a strategies which important to develop students' 

abilities in English knowledge. When students read an article English 
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then indirectly students will translate that writing, so they are Know 

the contents contained in writing. Based on the observation the 

students know the main idea contained in English writing. But the 

lecturer said that all of students all students are able to know the main 

idea contained in English writing. However, the abilities they have 

vary, i.e. depending on the proficiency level they have; only students 

who have high desire use this strategy. 

c. Compensation strategies  

      Compensation strategies are strategies to overcome language 

learning using the target language based on limited knowledge. Those 

statements are representative of compensation strategies include: 

 1) Guessing intelligently in listening and reading, and 

 2) Overcoming limitation in speaking and writing.  

In the SILL, there are 6 representatives of compensation strategies. 

But there is only one kind of strategies in the compensation strategy 

which is widely and little used by students of the Program  Ulama 

Program (PKU). 

      The kind of strategy that is widely used by Program Ulama 

Program (PKU). Students in the compensation strategy is " the 

students are guessing what other people will say next in the class" in 

Indonesia translate " mahasiswa menebak apa yang akan dikatan 

orang lain selanjutnya di dalam kelas". This strategies sub-part of 

guessing intelligently in both using linguistic and non-linguistic clues. 
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Guessing is something that is usually done by students and this is 

much related with knowledge that have students related with 

Compensation strategies are need to overcome any gaps in knowledge 

of the language (Oxford, 1990). Compensatory strategies cover 

guessing from the context in listening and reading; using synonyms 

and “talking around” the missing word to aid speaking and writing; 

and strictly for speaking, using gestures or pause words help the 

learner make up for missing knowledge. 

       Based on the observation when the students play game and 

requires that they use English when the material about speaking. 

That’s where the students seen the students very enthusiastic and 

excited.  They are very pay attentions to the other person speak to 

guess the meaning of the word delivered. Based on the interview the 

teacher said when i still becomes students caregiver of PKU in the 

dormitory, we have muhadharoh activities, muhadharah is language 

program which can hone students' language skills, to appear in public. 

In Muhadhoroh there are speeches activities has three speeches that 

are: Indonesian speech, Arabic and English. This is scheduled once a 

week. In where the students which already have scheduled to speech 

they must to speech in fronts of audients relate predetermined 

language speech. And another student which other students are not 

selected as muhadharah officers. They are will selected as respondent, 

to respond the them speech. 
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While the compensation strategy with a little few users is strategy 

"the students use synonyms in English sentences if the students 

forget" In Indonesian translate is "mahasiswa menggunakan sinonim 

dalam kalimat bahasa inggris apabila mahsiswa lupa" use synonyms if 

someone forget a strategies to overcome limited which knowledge. 

Based on the observe the researcher seen the students when they use 

English in the class the students seldom use synonym but the students 

use mix language if them forget about vocabulary to make a sentence. 

But the result of interview the lecturer said that i do not know about 

that, but if the students forget about vocabulary when speak 

      According to (Oxford, 1990), this strategy needed to overcome 

any gaps in knowledge of the language including improve the missing 

word to aid speaking and writing; and strictly for speaking. This 

theory related with the strategies students used. That the result of 

research is the students not use synonym but they are use mix the 

language if they forget with vocabulary. And then this statement 

related. 

d. Metacognitive strategies 

      Strategy metacognitive is strategy that prepares learning 

planning and strategy that evaluates in the end of learning. 

Metacognitive strategies have part 2 sub divided into 3 include:  

1) Centering your learning,  

2) Arranging and planning your learning,  
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3) Evaluating your learning. 

 And in the SILL questionnaire, there are 9 representatives of 

metacognitive strategies. But there is only one type that has many uses 

and few uses in this metacognitive strategy. 

And the kind of strategy that is widely used by Program Khusus 

Ulama (PKU) students in the Metacognitive strategies is "I pay 

attention to my friends mistakes and then correct their mistakes" in 

Indonesia language it means "saya memperhatikan kesalahan teman 

saya lalu memperbaikinya" this statement is sub-part of "centering 

your learning" strategy. Oxford (1991, p. 61). Based on the 

observation the researcher not found that students pay attention to the 

mistakes of his friends, and then correct the error. But based on the 

opinion of the lecturer, the students can correct mistakes and then 

fixing mistake this has happened when they wrote in grammatical 

errors then there are students who reprimand and fix it but not all 

students do this. Based on the SILL by Oxford that students in this 

category they pay attention to the mistakes of others then correct 

however the results of the study are not appropriate, because when 

observes the researcher did not find this matter but the lecturer say 

other that the lecturer justify this matter. But not all students aware 

and can do it. 

      While the Metacognitive strategy with a little few users is 

strategy "the students  plan them schedule so they will have enough 
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time to study English" in Indonesia translate is  "mahasiswa membuat 

jadwal, supaya mereka memiliki banyak waktu utuk belajar bahasa 

Inggris" This strategies is a sub-part "Arranging and planning your 

learning" according  Oxford (1991, p. 61).  Students of PKU seldom 

use these strategies because in the dormitory, they are also having 

schedule for other learning and other activities that they are follow, 

(organization activity). Because of activities that they are have as 

doing homework organization, and others. They are seldom used this 

strategies. 

      According to Joan Rubin (1987) Metacognitive strategies are 

used to oversee, regulate or self-direct language learning. They 

involve various processes such as planning, prioritizing. based on 

what Joan Rubin said related with the strategy they used but 

unfortunately they rarely apply this strategy to learn English, because 

they have a study schedule, So they only follow the language learning 

schedule that has been determined, like especially learning English; 

conversation (Muhadatsah) public speaking (Muhadharah), English 

Grammar (English tutorial), and giving of vocabulary every morning. 

e. Affective strategies  

A strategy affective is a strategy which is able to manage feelings 

in Oxford (1990:14-16). In the SILL questionnaire there are 6 

statements which represent an effective strategy. This has sub-part 

these are:  
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1) Lowering anxiety,  

2) Encouraging yourself, and  

3) Taking emotional temperature. 

The kind of strategy that is widely used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) in the affective strategy is " the students read a 

reading with quickly or skimming to know main idea first, then read 

carefully" In Indonesia translate is "mahasiswa membaca dengan 

cepat untuk mengetahui ide utamannya, kemudan membaca kembali 

dengan cermat" this statement is sub-part of "Encouraging yourself". 

Reading is a very effective matter to hone English ability besides 

knowing the meaning from task reading too will hone the 

pronunciation of students. This matter proven when they speak 

English, pronunciation they pronounce is correctly right with the 

correct pronunciation. 

      Based on the observation the students in the class the students 

when they learning about translation the students can read with 

quickly or skimming. but lecturer said the not all of the students can 

reading with quickly or skimming, only students have proficiency 

highest which can reading with quickly or skimming. 

    The results of the research in this strategy are not in accordance 

with the Oxford theory (1990: 14-16) which states it  Affective 

strategies are techniques to help the students control their emotions, 

attitudes motivations, and values. These strategies have a powerful 
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influence on language learning. While the results of the study were 

not all students could do quickly, in fact they were have different 

emotions, motivations and attitude, and only students who have high 

proficiency only often do this. 

     the kind of strategy that is a little few used by students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) in the affective  strategy is "the 

students participated in various activities to practice them English 

skills (taking part in debate competitions, English courses)" in 

Indonesia translate is "mahasiswa  berpartisipasi dalam berbagai 

kegiatan untuk melatih kemampuan bahasa Inggris 

mereka(mengambil bagian dalam kompetisi debat, kursus bahasa 

Inggris)"  based on the researcher seen on observe the all of the 

students  become participant of muhadharah consecutively, this 

strategy help students to hone students' abilities. in fact students of 

PKU always follow the competition and they are usually got won the 

best champion. While of interview by lecturer, she said that, we have 

muhadharah program in dormitory and which is held once a week. In 

this program all of students become participants but alternately 

according to the assigned schedule. 

Based on the result of research in accordance with the theory of 

Joan Rubin (1987), which states that, Affective strategies enable 

learners control feeling motivation attitudes related to language 

learning. Affective Strategy itself is a strategy that encourages 
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motivation or encourages the desires of students themselves. In the 

results of the research on this strategy all students participated in the 

Muhadarah event which teaches them to be good public speaking, not 

only that, they also participate in competitions such as language 

debates, speeches, etc. 

f. Social strategies  

      Social strategies are learning activities which involve other 

people to practice their language knowledge. There are six statements 

representation social strategies on the SILL there are: These strategies 

are divided into three parts:  

1) Asking questions,  

2) Cooperating with others, and  

3) Emphasizing with others.  

      The kind of strategy that is widely used by students of Program 

Khusus Ulama (PKU) in the social strategy is. "the students ask native 

speakers to correct mistakes when they speak in English" in 

Indonesian the translation is "mahasiswa meminta penutur asli/native 

speaker bahasa inggris untuk memperbaiki kesalahan ketika 

berbicara dalam bahasa inggris". This is sub-part social strategies in 

"asking question" on "asking for correction” Means of this strategies 

is where this strategies usually using when they speak then in training 

situation which do the student does then asks for correction.     
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      Social strategies are activities the language learners engage in 

which provide them opportunities to be exposed to and to practice 

their language knowledge Joan Rubin (1987). Based on the 

observation. The students seldom to speak English only students who 

have height level of proficiency who speak English and this activity 

seldom use in English class. from the observation result the researcher 

seen that all of students using English, but when they learn about 

speaking material which requires that they use English, in this 

situation all students use English. Even students occasionally ask 

about the correct use of the language they use, whether it is 

appropriate or not.  

      The kind of strategy that is a little few used by students of 

Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) in the social strategy is "the students 

write diaries, messages, letters, reports using English" in Indonesia 

translate is " mahasiswa menulis buku harian, pesan, surat, atau 

laporan menggunakan bahasa inggris" this sub-part is  

    Based on the observation the researcher sees the students write 

the material with English. And then when they are at the end of the 

semester when doing Thesis, they are required to make their thesis 

using one of two languages namely English and Arabic. But this is 

different from what the teacher said, she said that he did not know 

about students writing notes using English when inside and outside 

the classroom they just say "i do not know about that" however the 
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teacher said they would write their thesis in English when they were 

in their final semester. 

    Based on the theory of Joan Rubin (1987), which states that; 

Social strategies are activities the language learners engage in which 

provide them opportunities to be exposed to and to practice their 

language knowledge. This theory very relate with students of PKU 

doing in the last semester, where students expose knowledge in 

writing thesis. 

1. The most-common strategy used by students of Program  

Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and Humanities Faculty.     

Based on the table of 4.1, Showed that language learning strategies 

used by students of Program Khusus Ulama (PKU) of Ushuluddin and 

Humanities Faculty are ranged from 23,9% to 5,0%. All of strategies 

are always used by students. The ranks of learning strategies are: 

Compensation strategies with percentage of 23,9% Memory strategies 

with percentage of 18,3% Cognitive strategies with percentage of 

11,4% Affective strategies with percentage of 9,4% Metacognitive 

strategies with percentage of 6,2%.  These students in this research 

reported using most dominant strategy is the compensation strategies. 

These strategies more often used than other types of strategies. This 

strategy has percentage of 23,9% usage of 23 PKU students. 

            Compensation strategies are strategies that overcome students' 

difficulties when they speak something if they forget what they want to 
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say. Compensation strategies include: Guessing intelligently in 

listening and reading, and Overcoming limitation in speaking and 

writing. 

      Based on the result research the researcher found, the 

researcher gathered the dominant strategies used by students in this 

kind of strategies they understand unfamiliar English words, motivate 

them yourself to speak English while they know they will make 

mistakes. Second, i am guessing what other people will say next in the 

class and the third I use synonyms in English sentences if I forget.  

      Based on the observation the when the lecturer give task to 

translate the students try to understand unfamiliar English words and to 

try stringing word by word to make a good sentence. And they are 

trying to convey through a series of sentences without their fear of 

being wrong. Based on the results of the lecturer interviews, it was 

seen that their when listened to the essence (intisari) at the time when 

the muhadarah took place and then without fearing that they were 

reading the essence they had just seen. 

 


